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by Shannon Larkin

Record retention strategies
when systems get replaced
»» Running out-of-production systems for record retention is risky.
»» Aging applications are a top cybersecurity concern for providers.
»» Healthcare ranked number one for cybersecurity attacks in 2017.
»» There are threats to consider during the data life cycle.
»» Consider consolidating data into one secure, vendor-neutral archive.

Shannon Larkin (slarkin@harmonyhit.com) is Vice President of Marketing &
Business Development for Harmony Healthcare IT in South Bend, IN.
/in/shannonlarkin
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ost healthcare providers today are
at risk, keeping out-of-production
electronic health records (EHR) and
enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems
up and running simply to meet record retention requirements. Although each backstory
is a little different, most organizations have at least a small collection
of legacy systems — each storing
personally identifiable information
for patients or employees. Some of
these systems were inherited during
mergers and acquisitions; some were
Larkin
sunset by the respective vendor;
others were simply replaced after failing to
meet user production or workflow requirements. These outdated systems were likely
built on a variety of platforms and developed
sometime over the last 10–25 years. They
also likely sit alongside newer “go-forward”
EHR or ERP systems that actively manage the
current workload, yet don’t offer an easy or
affordable pathway for consolidating and storing the historical data.
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This multi-generational band of legacy
EHR and ERP systems collectively is charged
with meeting record retention regulations
set at agency, state, and national levels as
well as HIPAA regulations for privacy and
security. Depending on medical specialty or
facility type, some records might need to be
kept for 25 years or more and, if there is an
audit or need to access the data, there often
is a tight timetable for producing the information. Efficient e-discovery and release of
information can quickly become a tall order,
particularly if patient or employee data is
stored in multiple systems. More importantly, out-of-production systems — especially
those not being routinely upgraded or
patched — create risks for system failure and
cybersecurity attacks.
It is not surprising that vulnerabilities
from aging applications and technologies
are the number one concern IT executives
cited with respect to cybersecurity in the
“2017 Federal CIO Survey” conducted by
Grant Thornton and the Professional Services
Council.1 This concern correlates with healthcare ranking number one for cybersecurity
attacks for the same year, when it previously
hadn’t been in the top six.2

As our nation’s healthcare teams wrestle
with cybersecurity, they also are faced with
the challenge of how to manage the life cycle
of health data as the volume of records continues to multiply exponentially. The 153 exabytes
of health data from 2013 is expected to exceed
2,314 by 2020.3 For reference, one exabyte is one
billion gigabytes — and that’s a lot.

·· Outdated security protocols: Lacking
up-to-date conventions, older applications
may auto-negotiate to a lower system’s
capabilities.
·· Unregulated back door access: This is
often a result of system acquisitions and
sometimes self-developed systems that
have vulnerable back entry points long
after the developer is gone.

Security threats to health data
Record retention strategies for managing
legacy data when systems get replaced
As cross-functional governance teams work
to determine the best course of action for life
cycle data management, there are four main
options to consider.

2. Maintain the legacy system
Maintaining an out-of-production system in
view-only mode offers some definite shortterm benefit; however, with long-term record
retention in mind (which, in certain situations,
could exceed 25 years), this option will likely
render the aging application and its supporting infrastructure vulnerable over time. In
addition to technical risk, it can be cumbersome and less efficient to both provide release
of information services from multiple systems
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1. Convert all the data
Often, because it would ideally keep all
records together, healthcare organizations discuss the possibility of migrating
all historical patient, facility operations,
and/or employee data into the go-forward
system. The high cost and complexity of
this approach — along with the time and
potential risk to the integrity of the migrated
data — usually rules it out as an all-inclusive
option. Oftentimes, a key but limited set of
data elements is converted. However, this still
leaves data “left behind” for which a retention
strategy must be employed.
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One of the biggest challenges in health IT
is security. Health records are valuable on
the black market, often garnering $50 or
more per record, compared to $1 for a credit
card.4 This valuable data could be considered
low-hanging fruit as the healthcare industry now scrambles to protect its records and
systems — both historical and active.
Outdated systems and too many data silos
can be easy entry points for a hacker. Each
legacy system is a potential open door that can
leave the organization vulnerable for cyberattack. Several common security issues can
result from outdated systems and too many
data silos that need to be protected. The main
issues include:
·· Unencrypted data in transit: Many legacy
applications are running on old technology
that creates a multitude of data integrity
vulnerabilities, especially when in transit.
·· Unsupported operating systems:
Microsoft Windows 2003 is still out there
without patches. Some healthcare organizations continue to ride it out with fingers
crossed.
·· Insecure legacy applications: Older
applications lack back-end features and
functions such as audit logs, strong password protection, resets, and screen locks
that would satisfy National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST)
or Health Information Trust Alliance
(HITRUST) controls.
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as well as to train staff on their use with
employee turnover. Finally, vendor maintenance costs must be factored in for as long as
the system will remain up and running.
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3. PDF the records
Occasionally, discussions center on converting
all legacy data into PDFs for long-term storage. However, this approach is generally not
any less expensive than a discrete archive and
may leave information buried in multi-page
documents, making it more difficult to locate
information quickly and easily. User access
tracking and audit history are also less reliable
or available in this approach. Further, if record
query, research, or analysis is later desired,
data will be less readily accessible when stored
within the PDF documents versus as discrete
data elements.
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4. Archive the data discretely
Aside from some up-front legacy system
extraction and migration costs, an electronic
archive of discrete data elements can be a
positive long-term solution on many fronts.
Numerous legacy systems can be migrated
into one scalable and secure data archive that
meets the latest security requirements. The
records are simple to access, sort, filter, print
(in whole or in part), and securely release or
purge as required. Multi-data domain (i.e.,
EHR and ERP systems) as well as multi-data
source (i.e., two or more different brands of
legacy EHR systems) storage provides an easy
method to index and readily search patient
and employee records. Over time, employee
training on a single archive is much more
manageable compared to keeping staff trained
on multiple legacy systems on varying platforms. The same holds true for technical risk,
with one archive being less vulnerable than
multiple legacy systems on a network. Finally,
the maintenance cost on a single, updated
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archive system often shows a return on investment compared to keeping multiple legacy
systems (from multiple vendor contracts) up
and running, along with employing the technical personnel to keep multiple systems alive.
There are numerous reasons to migrate
historical data into one centralized, cybersecure, vendor-neutral archive, including:
·· Compliance: Providers are required to
have data for nearly a decade or more
past the date of service. Check with
your legal counsel, Health Information
Management (HIM) director, medical
society, or American Health Information
Management Association (AHIMA) on
medical record retention requirements that
affect the facility type or practice specialty
in your state.
·· Elimination of risk: Preserving historical
patient data is the responsibility of every
provider. As servers and operating systems age, they become more prone to data
corruption or loss. The archiving of patient
data to a simplified and more stable storage solution ensures long-term access to
the right information when it’s needed for
an audit or legal inquiry. Incorporating a
data archive avoids the costly and cumbersome task of a full data conversion.
·· Cost reduction: Streamlining the
long-term storage of historical personally identifiable information now will
save money in the long run. Not only will
it reduce costs paid for the support and
technical maintenance of an antiquated
system, but it will save on training new
staff on how to access information over the
next 7–25 years.
·· Simplified access to data: We all want
data at the touch of a button. Gone are the
days of storing historical patient printouts
in a binder or inactive medical charts in
a basement or storage unit. By archiving

Planning ahead to manage legacy data when
an EHR or ERP system gets replaced is key
to securely complying with record retention
policy. An electronic archive with a searchable data function for historical records may
prove less costly over the long term and most
effective when records must be accessed for
e-discovery, analytical query, or an audit.
Some healthcare organizations have developed
stand-alone methods for data management

Shannon Larkin will present “Patient & Employee Record
Retention Strategies When Systems Get Replaced” at 11:00
a.m., Tuesday, October 9, 2018, during the Clinical Practice
Compliance Conference in San Diego.
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The future of legacy data management

in-house; others rely on vendor-developed systems and/or architecture developed by private
companies.
A data archive offers a secure and efficient
method to batten down the hatches to protect
legacy data from cybersecurity breaches while
providing ongoing access to records and compliance with the highest standards.
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medical documents, data, and images, the
information becomes immediately accessible to those who need it.
·· Merging of data silos: Decades worth
of data from disparate legacy software
applications can be archived for immediate access, efficient e-discovery, and more
effective health information management
workflows.
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